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The excavation of Structure One of the Liberty Hall
site complex lasted over four seasons in the field and
involved over twenty operations.

Structure One actually

represents two buildings; a late 18th century building and
a later barn.

Structure One was first hypothesized to have

been the Stewards House ; subsequent investigations of
Structure One and the discovery of Structure Nine effectively
refuted this theory.

However, the exact function and nature

of the structure contemporaneous to the other campus structures
remains difficult to explicate.

The 18th century structure

was eventually replaced by a barn.

Structure One is centrally

located on the campus--it is nearly equidistant between
Structure Two and the structures around the farm house
(Structure four), while Structure Three lies 180 feet to
the north.

(See figure one).

The structure that is the

closest to Structure One is the Steward's House (Structure
Nine), which lies 160 feet to the north of it.
Structure One's location (see figure one) made it
especially susceptible to the disturbance created by the
construction of the athletic field and dirt roads--of all
of the structures on the site Structure One is the closest
to these disturbances .

Also, Structure One (along with

the other structures) experienced some minor disturbance
due to the shallow plow agriculture practed in the area .
However, the most damaging disturbance to the archaeological
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record of the 18th century structure was the erection of
a barn in its place.

This has made the examination of

Structure One particularly difficult and complex.

Structure One
Liberty Hall Academy
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II Specific Goals and Research Methodology
Before the excavation of Structure One began in April
of 1974, a twenty foot segment of wall and a corner were
visible above ground.

The primary goal of the excavation

was to explore the wall and determine the extent of the
foundations.

The excavation was initiated to provide

information that could locate areas of activity and reveal
the function of the structure in context to the institution.
The excavation of Structure One lasted four seasons,
beginning in the spring of 1974 and ending in the sunrrner of
1977.

The trenches on the exterior were placed at varying

distances from Structure One to discover disturbances from
the construction of two dirt roads passing southwest
(approximately 15 feet from the foundation) and southeast
(approximately 10 feet from the foundation) of the structure.
Trenches were placed against the foundation of Structure
One to examine its construction as well as to locate
builder's trenches.

The interior was excavated to find

any possible floors, hearths, and room divisions.
During the first season, spring and summer of 1974,
the foundations were investigated to determine their full
extent.

In the second season, emphasis was shifted from

the walls to the structure's interior.

By the end of

sunrrner, 1975, three of the walls had been located.
areas of

morta~.

Large

dark soil, burnt clay, and charcoal were
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found, yet the fourth wall remained a mystery .

Throughout

the 1975 season, Structure One raised more questions than it
answered.

By the end of the second season, nearly eighty

percent of the structure had been excavated. The 1976 season
saw the concentration of intense investigation in the
structure ' s interior. The final phase of field work was
completed in the spring of 1977 .

During this time, exca

vation took place in and around the structure, concentrating
on specific features . By the end of 1977 season, it was felt
that Structure One had been thoroughly excavated .
Over the course of the four season investigation of
Structure One, twenty-two operations were initiated.
operations were numbered 01, 02, 05-13, and 15-25.

These
The

numbering of operations is not consecutive due to the establish
ment of operations three, four, and fourteen outside of the
Structure One area .

Operations 01, 02, 05, 06 , 09-13, 15, 16,

18, 21, and 23 were mainly concerned with the examination of
the foundations and the structure's exterior.

Operations

07, 08, 17, 19, 20, 22, 24, and 25 were concerned with the
excavation of the interior .
Operations 01, 05, 10, 18, and 19 were primarily
concerned with examination of the structure's exterior.
Operation One was comprised of thirteen trenches which
were initiated to investigate the area around the missing
north-east wall.

Besides trying to locate possible foundations,

twelve of the trenches were excavated to examine areas of
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disturbance on the structure's exterior (figure 3).

The

only unit not opened in this series was 0105. One trench
was excavated in operation five in order to discover
evidence of the north-east wall on the porch support near
the north-east corner of the foundation (figure 3). Two
trenches were established in operation ten.

They were

placed near the structure's north-east corner to determine
the extent of the south-east wall.

Operation eighteen

continued the excavation of the possible foundation found
in unit 0806 in 1975.

Operation eighteen was a series of

six trenches intended to expose a possible foundation in the
area of the missing north-east wall (fi8ure 3).
was opened in operation nineteen.

One trench

This trench concentrated

on a porch support exposed by trenches 0801 and 0802 in
1975 (figure 3).
The operations involved in the examination of the
structure's south-west corner and wall were 02, 09, 13, and
15 (figure 3).

Operation two was a series of four trenches

placed to locate the south-west corner area. Trench 0201
exposed the exterior of the south-west wall near the south
west corner.

Trenches 0202 and 0203 examined the exterior

of the north-west wall near the south-east corner. Trench
0204 was placed near the foundation to expose the interior
of the south-west corner. The seven trenches that made up
operation nine intensified investigation on the middle of
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the south-west wall where the sill stone was found.(figure 3).
Twenty-two units were established in operation thirteen
to fully expose the corner discovered in 1974 by operation
two (figure 3).

Operation thirteen unearthed the south-west

corner of the foundation and both the iIIIl11ediate exterior
and interior areas of that corner.

This was done to examine

the construction of the south-west wall's corner and to locate
possible builder's trenches.

Operation fifteen was comprised

of ten units placed along the length of the south-west
wall (figure 3). These trenches were placed along the
interior and exterior of the south-west wall to expose the
foundation.

Units 1504 and 1505 were placed at varying

distances from the structure to determine the extent of
disturbance from the construction of a dirt road to the south
west of the south-west wall (figure 3).
In 1976, operation twelve was started in an attempt to
locate the south-east corner of structure one.

Six trenches

were excavated, exposing the corner's interior (figure 3).
As a result, operation six was initiated next to operation
twelve the following season.

The six units that made up

operation six unearthed the entire corner (figure 3). The
trenches in operation six were placed on both the exterior
and the interior of the south-east corner in order to examine
the construction of the wall and to determine the length
of the south-west foundation.
the south-east wall

Operation six exposed part of

in order to follow up on this and to

determine the extent of these foundations.

Operation; eleven
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and sixteen were initiated to the north-east of operation
six (figure 3).

Both operations contained two trenches.

The south-east wall extended through operation six, and
ended in operation eleven.
After the 1974 season, more trenches were placed in
Structure One's interior area and towards the north-east.
Operations were established in the north-east section of
Structure One in an effort to locate the elusive fourth
wall.

Operations 08, 17, 21, 23, and 25 were initiated

to locate this "ghost wall" (figure 3).

Excavation in

operation eight was undertaken in 1975.

In order to

expose the "ghost wall," four trenches were opened in a
diagonal line in relation to the south-west wall (figure 3).
It was believed operation eight would intersect the foundation
or any evidence of the fourth wall.

Operation seventeen

was established with the hope of intersecting the fourth
wall in another area.

The two trenches in the operation

were initiated closer to the north-west foundations and were
parallel to the line of trenches in operation eight (Figure 3).
Scattered stones were discovered in both operations, but
no established foundation was unearthed.

Operation twenty-

one was excavated to the west of operation seventeen in
order to expose any structural evidence in Structure One's
north-eastern area.

Scattered stones were discovered

in operation twenty-one's two trenches (figure 3).
as in the case of operations eight and seventeen, no

Again,
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evidence of a substantial foundation was found.

Operation

twenty-three was established next to operation one and
north of operation seventeen.

Two clusters of stone were

found in operation twenty-three's two trenches (figure 3).
The groups of stone found in operation twenty-three appear
to be evidence of a wall running from north-west to south-east
through operation twenty-one and operation eighteen.
Excavation of Structure One's interior was undertaken
in operations 07, 20, 22, 24, and 25.

Operation twenty-four

was established in the north-west half of Structure One
in order to locate possible floors, hearths, and room
divisions, as well as to collect cultural information indicative
of the structure's

function.

Twenty-one units were opened

in the operation to expose as much of the interior as
possible during the 1976 season (figure 3).

Operations

twenty-five and twenty-two were initiated in the 1976 season
as well.

Ten trenches in operation twenty-two and four trenches

in operation twenty-five were placed in the south-eastern
half of the structure (figure 3). In the following season,
1977, operations seven and twenty were initiated, continuing
the examination of the interior (figure 3). The two trenches
of operation seven were established to the south-west of
operation twenty-four to examine the area near the sill stone.
Operation twenty was established next to operation twenty-two.
Ten units were opened in the operation to intensify the
investigation in the middle of the Structure One area.
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All of the operations were excavated in the same manner.
Five inch masonry trowels were used in the excavation and
spoils were sifted through

quarter inch screen.

The size

of the units within the operations had a wide range, varying
from 2'6" x 2'6" to 10' x 2 1 6 11 , with majority being 5' x 2'6".
There we.re some variance to allow for the shape of the structure.
Layers within the trenches was determined by natural strati
graphy.

The majority of the units were excavated through the

third layer before reaching sterile orange clay or bedrock.
The operations in Structure One's interior were the most
productive.
the interior.

Artifact distribution was fairly even across
The twenty-three operations produced a combined

total of 19,098 artifacts.

This represents over 20% of the

total number of Artifacts found at the Liberty Hall site.
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Part III 
A. Historical Information
Historical information about Structure One is scanty
at best. The main reason for the paucity of historical informa
tion about Structure One is due to doubts about its 18th
century function. The structure was originally assumed to
be the Steward's House, due to its location, size, and
the type and time period of the artifacts recovered from it.
However, the discovery of Structure Nine, (which has proven
to be the Steward's House) coincided with some major flaws
in the Structure One as the Steward's House theory.

These problems

were detailed by Charlie Hall, but briefly are: the construction
of Structure One's foundation are different from Structure
Two's (the Board of Trustees' Minutes show that Structure
Two/the academy building, and the Steward's House were
constructed simultaneously by Wes Cravens, a stonemason
from Rockingham County); there is no evidence of a fourth
wall or of a floor; and in addition, no hearthstones or
cellar have been found.

It is known through oral history

and structural evidence that Structure One was a barn;
we are theorizing that Structure One represents two buildings;
it represents a barn, which was preceded by an earlier
18th century dwelling contemporaneous to the occupation
of the other structures on the site.

The structural

evidence of the original structure must have been destroyed
when the barn was constructed.
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B. - Archaeological Evidence: Structure and Features
The lack of historical evidence about Structure One
demonstrates especially well the important contribution,
archaeology can provide; much of the structure's interpretation
has come from data gathered in the field.

In addition to the

lack of historical evidence, the archaeological investigation
of Structure One has raised many questions about the inter
pretation of the structure.

Excavation of the foundations

and the failure to locate a fourth wall, may prove confusing
in the determination of the structure's function on the Liberty
Hall campus.
The only noticeable evidence of Structure One before
excavation in 1974 was a twenty-foot segment of wall including
a corner.

The foundations, including a large amount of

the immediate exterior and interior area, were fully exposed
during the four seasons of excavation beginning in 1974 and
ending in 1977 (figure 3).

The foundations unearthed

in the course of the excavation have provided much useful
information about the construction of Structure One.
The south-west wall runs sixty-seven feet, nine inches
from corner to corner (figure 3).

Two shorter walls extend

90° from the south-west wall to the north-east at a length
of twenty-one feet, three inches.

The width of the unearthed

foundations varies from a minimum of one foot, nine inches
to a maximum of three feet with the average being two feet,
five inches.

The stones in the foundation differ in size.
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The largest stones are all light grey limestone; course
grained and highly fossilferous with fairly large bedding
and some quartz veining.

All of the large stones show evidence

of working on at least one side and many are worked on several
or all faces.

The average size of the large stones is l'x3'xl0".

The smaller stones are all dark grey, fine grained, dense lime
stone which is non-fossiliferous and weathers to a light grey.
The smaller stones are rounded and not worked on any surface.
It appears that the large stones were imported from a local
quarry while the smaller stones may have been collected
on the site.
There is no uniform pattern in the arrangement of
the stones, but it has been concluded that the larger imported
stones are the principle building material. The top of the
foundation is fairly flat, yet the foundation's faces were
not dressed. The large stones were arranged with gaps between
them and the smaller stones were plced in the gaps.

The

largest stone, found in operation nine, is nearly centered
in the south-west wall. This stone is the sill stone and it
measures six feet by one foot, nine inches (figure 3).
A forged iron piece protrudes two inches from the middle
of the sill stone and is approximately three inches by one
inch. The top of the sill stone is one foot below the
top of the foundation. The most uniform stones were used
in constructing the corners.

The wall deviates from the

average two foot, five inch width, to just over three feet
in the south-east corner (figure 2) . The top surface of the
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corners seem tobewell dressed and are flatter and more even
than any other section of the foundation's top surface.
The two short walls extend twenty-one feet, nine inches
from the south-west and south-east corners of the structure.
There is no evidence of corners at either of the short
wall's termini and no soil

anamolies to indicate the

continuation of those walls in any direction.

The two short

walls, however, increase in width towards their termini, with
the termini being constructed of larger, more uniform stones.
Because the termini were constructed like the corners of
the south-east and south-west corners, there is a possibility
that these were the corners of the missing fourth wall. There
is evidence of a builder's trench along the walls of Structure
One.
The plane of the foundation's top surface conforms to
the contour of the ground on which it sets; slightly horizontal.
The depth of the foundations is around one foot.

The depth

increases to two feet approximately six to ten feet from
the corners and sixJ5~teither side of the sill stone.
This is indicative of measures taken to support the areas
of greatest stress in Structure One. The same pattern of
depth is found near the termini of the short walls, as well.
In the areas where the depth is not as great, the large
stones were placed directly on the clay.
Besides the foundation, there is other structural
evidence in the Structure One area. Several groups of
large stones were unearthed in the interior of Structure One.
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Interpretation of this structural evidence in context to
Structure One
wall.

is difficult due to the absence of the fourth

The two groups of stones closest to the south-west

wall are on a line parallel to that wall and are set at
twenty-one foot intervals (figure two).

These two sets of

stones were exposed in operations seven and twenty (figure 3),
nine feet from the south-east wall in the structure's interior.
Both groups of stones are uniform, averaging about two feet
square. They were constructed of rectangular blocks of
light grey limestone.

There is no evidence of mortar.

The

stones are level with the sill stone and one foot lower
than the top surface of the foundation.
Four groups of stones run parallel to the south-west
wall (figure 2). Each is constructed of irregularly shaped,
light grey limestone. The groups of stones vary in construction
from one large stone (trench 1305 and trench 1701) to a group
of seven stones laid in a three foot by three foot square.
(trench 1803 and trench 2015).
mortar on any of the stones.

There is no evidence of
It is possible that the stones

may have served as porch supports.
Another series of stones continues roughly fifty-five
feet in a line thirty-two and a half feet from and parallel
to the south-west wall (figure 3). The stones used in
construction are light grey limestone.

The stones were

exposed in operations 23, 21, and 18. There is evidence
of mortar between the stones.

There is no indication of
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underpinning and all of the stones rest directly on the
clay.

Even though this feature suggests a wall, there are

numerous gaps in the wall with no soil evidence to indicate
continuation.
The final stone feature in the Structure One area is
just to the interior of a line drawn between the termini
of the two short walls. The feature is contained in operation
twenty and operation twenty-five (figure 3). The trenches
in operation twenty-five exposed a huge cluster of stones running
in a line south-west to north-east. This eight foot line of
stone runs parallel to the south-east wall and shows evidence
of mortar between the stones. Connected to this feature is
a more substantial eight foot section of wall.

This wall,

found in operation twenty, is perpendicular to the south-east
wall. Clusters of mortar spills without stones surround the
clusters of stone in operation twenty. The mortar spill was
approximately four inches thick. Just to the north-west of
the wall and the mortar in operation twenty is an area of
charcoal and burned clay.
in operation twenty.

This burned area is also contained

It measures one and one half feet

by five feet and reaches two inches in thickness.

The north

western part of the feature is not as substantial as the
north-eastern area.

This burnt area seems to be contained

within the wall, stones, and mortar spill in operations
twenty and twenty-five (figure 3).
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In addition to stone features, Structure One contained
stratigraphic and soil discoloration features.

Operation

thirteen exposed a charred wood feature one foot to the
north-west from the north-west corner.

It is roughly sixteen

feet by ten feet and four to six inches deep.

The charred

wood feature follows the contour of the ground and starts
about four inches below the turf.

Charcoal was found across

the Structure One area, but the deposits were not nearly as
dense as the area outside of the short north-western wall.
A section of discolored soil parallel to the south-eaat
wall was found in the interior of Structure One. The feature
is a trench of discolored soil that resembles the rich black
humous layer found throughout the site. This feature, con
tained in operations eleven, twelve, and six (figure 3),
begins eight feet from the south-east wall's terminus,
runs along the wall, and ends in a distinct line one foot
from the south-west wall. This feature is one foot, nine
inches wide and one and a half feet deep. About one foot
from the end of the trench at the south-east corner, the
feature's width increases to two feet, nine inches. The
bottom of this feature is distinctly flat and six inches
lower than the base of the foundation, suggesting a
possible builder's trench.
Evidence of more recent disturbance in the Structure
One area was discovered on the exterior of the south-west
corner, along the north-west wall , and north-east of the
north-west wall (figure 2).

Trenches 1322, 1314, 1311, 1307
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and 1302 contain a feature that was later determined to
be a pipeline. Field notes do not describe the dimensions
of the trench that held the pipeline.

They do indicate.

however, that the feature was the result of construction
after the demise of the Liberty Hall campus.
Post holes were found throughout the Structure One
area.

Trench 0111 contained two post holes, while units

0110, 1306, 1321, and 1803 contained one post hole each.
features do not form any recognizable pattern.

These

It is believed

the post holes resulted from farming at the Liberty Hall
site after the institution moved to its present location
in Lexington, Virginia.
The artifacts were analyzed according to the method
developed by South (1977).

This method has been and will be

used on all of the structures. but it is especially useful
when applied to the data from structures which can not be
identified by function due to poor historical information,
such as Structure One.

South's method classifies the artifacts

into nine artifact groups based on the artifact's function.
These groups are the kitchen, bone, architecture, furniture,
arms, clothing, personal, tobacco pipe, and activities
groups.

Bone artifacts are being analyzed separately;

thus the bone group is not incluced in this consideration.
Within the functional groups, the artifacts are further
defined into classes and sub-classes, based on both form
and function.
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A total of 19,098 artifacts were recovered at Structure
One that were analyzed and classified according to South's
method.

In addition to the 19,098 artifacts analyzed by

the South method, other artifactual data was gathered
from Structure One that was not included in the artifact
analysis.

Ethnobotanical items were recovered at Structure

One, including seeds, wood, and eggshells, as well as numerous
bones.

These ethnobotarrical items do not appear in the

artifact analysis, and neither do the many resources
and construction materials that were found, such as mortar,
stone, plaster, brick, coal, and charcoal/slag.

A total of

138 charcoal/slag artifacts were found at Structure One;
one hundred of these charcoal/slag fragments were found
concentrated in operations one (164 fragments) and thirteen
(36 fragments). Also, 312 artifacts were listed as simply
"wooden artifact/fratments. 11 Since neither the form or
function of these artifacts can be discovered with the
fragments available, all 312 artifacts have been eliminated
from the total artifact count.
Preliminary artifact analysis has been completed,
and the results have been quite revealing.

To demonstrate

how the artifacts were classified, I will let the artifacts
speak for themselves.

The next several pages is a list of

all the artifacts as they are divided into group, class,
sub-class and sub-type.

For example, the first artifact
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listed is "Porcelain hardpaste, undecorated." This is
the artifact's sub-type designation.

It represents the

Porcelain sub-class, and the Ceramic class of the Kitchen
group of artifacts.

Table One illustrates the classification

of the 19,098 artifacts classified according to the South
method,

Table One
Kitchen Artifact Group
Ceramic
Porcelain
Porcelain hardpaste, undecorated
Porcelain hardpaste, enamelled
Porcelain hardpaste enamelled Later

21
85
11
Total

117

Stoneware
Stoneware coarse, undecorated
Stoneware coarse, decorated
Stoneware flower pot
"Littler Blue" with salt glaze stoneware

454
10
1
2

-----

Total

467

Coarse Earthenware/Redware
420

Earthenware coarse, undecorated
Earthenware coarse, decorated

12
432

Total
Redened Earthenware
Whiteware
Later Ceramic (whiteware); undecorated
Spongeware
Flow Blue
Later Ceramic Whiteware; decorated

156
5
3
37
Total

201
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Creamware
Creamware general
Overglaze enamel H.P . Creamware
Transfer-printed creamware
Shell-edged Creamware

1205
1
14

73
Total

1293

Pearlware
Mocha pearlware
Under . poly. Pearlware; floral patterns
Embossed feather pearlware
Willow pearlware
Transfer pearlware
Underglaze blue hand painted pearlware
Blue and Green Edged pearlware
Undecorated Pearlware
Polychrome pearlware

2
1
7

1
106
140
255
1322
118

Total

1952

Transitional
Transitional Ceramic, undecorated
773
Transitional; other colors, underglaze
2
Transitional blue/black, w/enamel overglaze
1
Transitional; other colors, w/enamel overglaze
1
Transitional; enamel overglaze H.P.
1
Transitional, underglaze H.P.
1
Shell edged transitional
42
111
Shell edged later ceramic
Total

932

Unidentified & Other
Annular Finger Painted (creamware or pearlware)? 72
Ginger soda & beer ceramic bottle
94
Unidentifiable
926
Total

1092

Ceramic Grand Total

6486

Wine & Whiskey bottle
wine
whiskey
Total

Pharmaceutical Type Bottle

Total

5
31
3b

127
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Unidentified and other bottle glass
soda, water, & beer
unidentifiable bottle glass

63
71
Total

134

Glassware
glass stoppers
cosmetic glass
clear etched table glass
cut glass
Blue jar glass
milk glass lid

1
6
1
1

1
4

Total

14

Tableware

26

knives
spoons
forks

4

3
33

Total
Kitchenware
lid clamps
hooks
bottle cap crimped
gridirons
toasters
pot pan handle
cooking utensils associated with fireplace
large cook pots
Total

Total Kitchen Artifact Group =

1
1
2
2
1
1

2

3
13

6843
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Architectural Group
Window Glass
Aqua Window glass
Green Window glass
Clear Window glass
Melted Window glass

135
1030
271
3
Total

1439

Nails
2 petal rose head pointed 1.5"
2 petal rose head pointed 3.0"
2 petal rose head expanded 1.5"
2 petal rose head expanded 3.0"
2 petal rose fragments.
3 petal rosehead pointed 1.5"
3 petal rosehead pointed 3.0 11
3 petal rosehead expanded 3.0"
4 petal rose head pointed 1.5"
4 petal rose head pointed 3.0"
4 petal rose head expanded 1. 5' 1
4 petal rose head pointed 3.0
4 petal rose head fragment
L-head nail pointed 1.5"
L-head nail pointed 3. 0 11
L-head nail expanded 1.5 11
L-head nail expanded 3.0"
L-head fragments
T-head nail pointed 1. 5"
T-head nail pointed 3.0"
T-head nail pointed 1.5"
T-head nail expanded 3.0"
T-head fragments
Mushroom Head Nail 1.5"
Mushroom Head nail 3.0"
Square cut nail 1.5 11
Square cut nail 3.0 11
Nail 1.5"
Nail 3.0"
Round Wire Nail 1.5 11
Round Wire Nail 3.0"
Headless nail-pointed 1. 5 1 '
Headless nail-pointed 3.0"
Headless nail-expanded 1.5 11
Headless nail-expanded 3.0"
Machine Cut L-Head 3.0"
Machine Cut T-Head 1.5"
Machine Cut-T Head 3.0"
Machine Cut Nail Head Fragments
Round Wire Nail Fragments
Machine Cut Headless Flooring Nail
Machine Cut & forged pointed
Total Architectural Nails =

31
60
21
22
1

3
2
2

74
35
22
38
9

17
46

14
12
42
208
420
59
98
132
20
13
1207
1492
1620
1211
348
490
370
187
251
104
21
27
24
635
59
2
5

945 4
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SEikes

254
21

Spike (over 3" long)
? Nails/Spikes
Total =

275

Construction Hardware

34
1

Tacks
Rivet
Wooden Pegs
Staples

1

35
Total =

71

Window Hardware
Window lock
Wire frame (for window)
Metal window frame
Shutter Hinge

74
48

26
4

Total

=

152

Door Lock Parts
Hinges
Locking Bolts & Brackets
Door Latch Hooks
Bar Latches
Screw-in gate hinges
Hanging door - large wheeled hinge
Total

3
1
10
1
2
1
18

=

Total Architecture Group

11,409

=

Furniture Group
Furniture Hardware
small hinge
Escrutcheon plate
Furniture Deocration

1
3
2

Lighting Equipment
Lamp Chimney/light bulb glass
Oil Lamp
Furniture Group =

3
1

10
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Arms GrouE
Musket balls, shot ,

SErue

ball & shot, 18. cal. & below
ball & shot .33 - .36 cal.
blank cartridge

2
3
1

Total

6

Gun Flints, Gun SEalls
flintlocks

2

Total

2

GunEarts
rim-fire case pre 1900
shot shell case pre 1900

3
1

Total

4

Arms Group Total =

12

Clothing Group
Buckles
Thimbles

3
1

Buttons

1
9
15

Buttons-general
Buttons: shell
Buttons: bone
Buttons: ceramic
Buttons: plastic
Buttons: glass
Buttons: iron
Buttons:domed
Buttons:Type I
Buttons : Type I I
Buttons: Type III
Buttons: Type IV
Buttons : Type V
Buttons : Type VI
Buttons : Type VII
Buttons : Type VIII
Buttons: Type I X
But tons : Type X

2

1
11
9
1

19
1
26
3

12
13
6
17
31
2

Total

179
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Pins & Needles
Straight Pins
Needles
Safety Pins

32
2
2

Total

36

Hook & Eye Fasteners, Snaps & Clasps
Hook & Eye Fasteners
Snaps
Suspender Clasps

2
2

1

Total

5

Other
Shoe parts

1

Total

1

Total Clothing Group =

225

Personal Group

1801 Wild-hair liberty half-dollar
Medal-Token
Bone Fan
Watch key
Small brass Chain & Rings
Pocket Knives
Watch Part

1
1

1
1
4
2

1

Personal Group Total

11

Tobacco Pipe Group
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe

4
Bowl-white clay
1
Bowl-Reed: decorated
Bowl-Reed: decorated & glazed 19
2
Bowl Reed - plain
1
Bowl: Anthropomorphic
2
Bowl: Colone-Indian Type
4
Bowl: Coarse
10
Stem

Pipe Group Total

43
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Activities Group
Construction Tools
plane bits
saws
file for metal
cold chisel
hack saw
axes
cotter key

1
2
3
1
1

1
1

Total

10

Farm Tools
hoes
rakes
plowshares
farm implement part

1
1

3
1

Total

6

Toys
Marbles
Marble : modern glass
Marble: soft clay-unglazed
Marble : soft clay-glazed
Marble: Porcelainous-undecorated
Marble: Porcelainous-decorated
Marble: Stone
Marble: Stone-halved
Porcelain figurines
Jews Harp

3
3
2

1
1
3
2

1
1

17

Total
Storage Items
barrel bands
bands

1
1

Total

27

Stable and Barn
Horse shoe nail
Spurs
Horseshoes
Wagon & Buggy parts
Bridle parts
Harness metal

3
1
8
3
5
3

Total

23

Miscellaneous Hardware
Bolts
Nuts
Chain
Washers
Screws
Clamp
Wooden Handle-peg
Rubber unidentified
Water pipe
General Tools
Wire
Fence Wire
Flat & multi-strand barbed wire
Unknown wire
Lead Sheet Metal
Unidentifiable Metal

23
7
13
6
9
1
5
4
1
1
14
17
1
1
1
367

Total

471

Laboratory/Educational Equipment
Stylus
Chalk
Misc. Lab.
Sulfur

1

11
3
1

16

Total
Total Artifax Group
Total from Structure One

545

19,098
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The totals of the eight artifact groups are abbreviated
from Table One in Table Two, and the percentage of each arti
fact group as part of the total artifact assemblage is also
indicated.

Table Two
Number
Kitchen Group
Architecture Group
Furnitue Group
Arms Group
Clothing Group
Personal Group
Tobacco Pipe Group
Activities Group
Total

Percentage

6,843

35.8%

11,409

59.7%
.05%
.06%
1.2%
.06%

10

12
225

11
43

.24%

2.9%

545

19 , 098

100%

Although these percentages can be quite instructive on their own,
tl1eirusefulness is further increased by comparing them with the
percentages from Structure Two and also the percentage from
the artifact patterns that South (1977) has defined as the
Carolina artifact pattern (primarily a domestic pattern) and
the frontier pattern (which is composed of eighteenth century
colonial forts).

This is done in Table Three.

Table Three
Comparison of Percentage s from the Structure One Artifact
Assemblage with the Assemb lage fr~m Structure Two, and South's
_(1977L Carolina and Frontier Ar tifac t Patterns.
Group
Structure One
35.8
Kitchen
Architecture
59.7
Furniture
.05
Arms
. 06

Structure Two

19.5

77.6
.14
.07

Carolina
63.l
25 .2
.2
.5

Frontier
27 . 6
52.0
.2

5.4
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Clothing
Personal
Tobacco Pipe
Activities

1.2
.06
.23

.56
.05
.98
1.1

2.9

3.0
.2

1.7

5.8
1.7

9.1
3.7

.2

The kitchen artifact group is particularly large at
Structure One; this 35.8 percent would not have been found
if Structure One was confined to being a barn.
that comprise the kitchen artifact group

The artifacts
are quite instructive.

The 6,486 ceramic sherds that were found at Structure One
represent pieces contemporaneous to those at Structure Two,
and using South's mean ceramic dating formula provides a mean
date of 1801.8, without the correction factor (Russ and Hall).
In comparison, the ceramics from Structure Two yielded a
mean ceramic date of 1799 . 1.

Of the 5,560 identified ceramics

at Structure One, 899 arecoarseware (16%). The remaining
84% are refined ware.

Many of the refined ceramic sherds

are quite ornate, with polychrome pearlware, willow pearlware
blue and green edged pearlware all represented.

These clearly

are rot the types of ceramics that would be found at a barn,
nor are they examples of an isolated frontier school, since
nearly all of the refined ware was imported.

The large

number and variety of glassware, tableware and kitchenware
artifacts indicate that kitchen group activities could have
occurred at Structure One .

In addition, although the coarse

ware at Structure One only accounts for 16% of the ceramics,
at Structure Two only 4% of the ceramics were coarse ware.
The 899 coarse ware fragments at Structure One indicate that
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cooking and food preparation could have occurred at Structure
One .

Thus, the kitchen artifact group evidence supports

the theory that before Structure One was a barn it was a
domestic dwelling contemporaneous to the occupation of Liberty
Hall Academy.
The Arms Group, Clothing Group and Activities Group are
also especially instructi ve , and they explore the previ ous
and
structure1£unction of Structure One. The Arms Group at
Structure One is very small.

Only .05% of the artifacts

at Structure One are arms related.

This is much less than

the frontier pattern, where the Arms Group comprises 5 . 4% of the
artifact pattern.

However , the .05% is comparable with the

Arms Group percentage as Structure Two. (See Table Three).
This low percentage of Arms Group artifacts at Structure One,
as with the low percentage at Structure Two , further refutes
the hypothesis that Liberty Hall was an isolated, dangerous
frontier academy.
The Clothing Group at Structure One is more than double
the percentage at Structure Two.
~hat

(See Table Three).

students lived in Structure Two.

We know

The fact that Structure

One has a hieher Clothing Group percentage, and the amount
an~

variety of Clothing Group artifacts found at Structure

One , supports the theory that the structure served as a
dwelling.

Although the low percentage of Clothing Group

artifacts at Structure Two has been explained due to the
historical fact that the students' property was saved from
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the fire that destroyed the academy building (Blomster and
Russ, 1986), the percentage that was found at Structure Two
should be indicative of normal depositional forces, such as
losing a button, etc., that occurred before the fire.

Thus,

the relatively large Clothing Group at Structure One adds
more support to the theory that Structure One was an 18th
century domestic dwelling before it became a barn .
The Activities Group further reveals information about
the

activities that occurred at Structure One.

The Activities

Group at Structure One is the third largest artifact group
at the Structure, and it is larger than the Activities Group
for both the Structure Two artifact assemblage and the Carolina
Pattern, and is nearly as large as the Activities Group of
the Frontier Pattern (See Table Three).

The Structure One

Activities Group is comprised of a larger number of construction
tools, stable and barn artifacts, hardware and farm tools
that would be expected at a barn.

However, there are some

items in the Activities Group that would not be part of
the a.rtifact assemblage of a barn.

A total of sixteen

laboratory/educational equipment artifacts were found at
Structure One, as were seventeen toy artifacts. (See Table One).
These artifacts appear to indicate that some student activity
occurred at Structure One .
The final analysis of the artifacts is not complete,
but the preliminary analysis supports the theory that Structure
One represents two structures; a late eighteenth century
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domestic dwelling occupied contemporaneous to Liberty
Hall Academy, and a later barn which destroyed most of
the structural, but not the artifactual, evidence of the
late eighteenth century dwelling.

Further analysis of the

artifacts and in depth examination of their distribution
will reveal more about the late
function of Structure One.

eighteenth century
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Part V:

An Additional Note on Research Methodology, or
"Computers for Archaeologists'

The artifact data analyzed in this paper was all retrieved
using the Washington and Lee microcomputer.

Due to the work

of Anthropology majors, work-study students, Kurt Russ, and
others involved with the Laboratory of Anthropology, all of the
artifactual data from the Liberty Hall excavation (and many
other excavations) is stored and readily accessible on the
microcomputer.

The following is a brief description on how

to retrieve and use the data.
After typing in "Login" at any terminal on campus,
you will be asked for the user I.D.

Type in "Ant.Man."

you will then be asked for the password.

This is the same

as the user I.D . , except that this time when you type in
"Ant .Man," the screen will not show what you are typing
in.

You will then be welcomed into the system, and will

be presented with four options . For obtaining artifact
information you should choose option two, "Retrieve Data".
You will then be presented with five more choices.

Choose

option one, and when the computer asks you where you want
the printout sent, type in the appropriate response (Tucker,
Library, Commerce, or Parmly).
The computer will then ask you for the regional site
number.

For Liberty Hall, type in "44RBOOOO."

You will

then be asked three questions to make certain you are asking
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for the correct site in the computer's language.

Type in

"Y" for all three questions, and press the return key.

It

is important that you only press the return key once for each
question.

Now you are ready to begin with artifact retrieval.

For the purposes of this description, assume you want data
on Structure Two,

which is comprised of two operations

(operations26 and 27).

The first question you will be asked

after answering the three short questions with a "Y" is "Are
there any restrictions on the operation Yes or tlO?"
is important that you type in "Yes."

It

Any other response,

including "Y" will (for reasons too inane to consider here)
be read as a

11

No", and the computer will assume you want

information for all of the operations, which can result
in massive printouts .

If you pressed the return button more

than once after typing in "Y"for the last of the 3 "Y" questions,
the computer will blithely skip the question about restricting
the operation which is read by the computer as meaning that
you want information on all of the operations.

Answer the

operation question by typing in "Yes," and press return.
The computer will then ask what the restrictions are.
For Structure Two, you would type :in "26-27", and press
return.

The computer will ask if there are any more

restrictions on the operation, to which you respond b y
typing in "NO" .

The next two questions will ask for

restrictions on the location and layers.
questions, you will usuall y type in "NO".

For both of these
The fourth
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restriction question you will be asked will be "Are there
any restrictions on the Class/Sub-class Yes or No?"
you will type in "Yes".

Usually

When you are then asked what the

restrictions are, remember that the class restriction goes
first, and is separated from the sub-class restriction by
a"/".

If you want information on all of the ceramics from

Structure Two, type in "l".

The "l" is the number that

represents the class (these numbers are available from Kurt).
If you want data on "Stoneware; coarse, undecorated , " type
in "l/l", and press return .

If you have large numbers of

sub-class information to retrieve, you can use a hyphen .
For example, type in "l/1-25" .

This will retrieve all

of the ceramic information (Class 1) for the first twenty
five sub-classes of ceramics .

If you want information on

more than one class, this can not be done on the same line.
For example, type in "1/1-25", and hit return.
be asked if there are any more restrictions .

You will
Type in

"Yes" (any other response will be read as a "No") and hit
return .

You will be asked once again what the restrictions

are. This is where you type in "2/2-5", or whatever the
restriction is that deals with a different class than
the first restriction.
After you have entered all of your class/sub-class
restrictions, type in "NO" when you are asked if there
are any more restrictions on class/sub-class.

The next
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four questions will ask for restrictions on the shape/form,
function, small find number, and common bag.

Since this

data will usually be of little use to you, type in "No" to
each question, or simply press the return key four times.
After you have bypassed these final four questions, a message
will appear on the screen requesting that you be patient
while the computer gathers the data you have requested.
Patience is the key word--because of the large amount of
data in the ANT.MAN file, it takes the computer some time
to retrieve the information you want.

This time seems

like an eternity to the user--the best thing to do is to be
patient.

Do not press the return key.

When the computer

finds the data you requested it will indicate this by showing
the number of artifacts retrieved on the screen.
You will then be asked if you wish to sort the artifacts.
This is usually desirable , so type in "Yes".
of the sorting mechanism is self-explanatory.

The remainder
If you are

retrieving all of the artifacts for a structure, first sort
class, then sub-class, and then operation (if there are
more than one for the structure) .
order (choice #1) .

Sort them in "Ascending"

When you have sorted all of the columns

that are appropriate, type in

11

0 11 •

There will be another

brief delay while the computer sorts the columns, and when
it finishes the sorting, you will once more be presented
with the five choices from earlier in the program.

If
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you are finished, choose option five, which will return
you to the main menu, where you can choose choice four to
logout.

If you wish to repeat the process, choose option

one ("Artifact Classification Data"), and you will be asked
again what printer you want your next printout to be sent
to, and the whole process can be repeated.
Shortly after the computer signals it is done
it will print out the data.

sorting,

The printout you receive includes

everything that was typed into the computer for the operation,
class and sub-class you requested.

However, there are

some problems with the printout that will need to be changed
or eliminated.
The first thing to look for on the printout is to
examine the class/sub-class description (the column that
lists, for example, "Stoneware; coarse, undecorated").
You will probably see several lines that are listed as
"No Description for Class, Subclass. 11

These are due to

errors made when the data was entered several years ago.
Although these "No Descriptions" do not describe an artifact,
they are included in the artifact count.

You must count

up the "No descriptions" by looking at the number of "No
descriptions" per line (the number represented by the
Common Bag column) , and subtract them from the total arti
fact count.

For example, in Structure One there were 148

of these "No Descriptions" that were eliminated from the
total artifact count of 19,597.

In addition, ethnobotanical

artifacts (bones, seeds) and building materials (stone, mortar,
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plaster) should also be eliminated from the total artifact
count .

The original printout for Structure One listed 19,597

artifacts .

After the items mentioned above and the "No

descriptions'' were eliminated, the total fell to almost
19,000.
Alteration of the printout does not only include sub
traction of items.

Occasionally the quantity of artifacts

for a line (the Common Bag column) will list as the number
of artifacts for that line "NONE".

This is obviously incorrect.

If there were no artifacts, they would not have been entered
in the computer to begin with.

Usually what a "NONE"

represents is that when the information about the artifact
was originally typed in, the person forgot to type in the
quantity.

For reasons that defy logic, the computer reads

this "NONE" as a minus one, instead of simply a zero .

If

you obtained a print out for stoneware; corase, undecorated,
it might look as follows (leaving out non-relevant columns) :
Class
1
1
1
1

Subclass
1
1
1
1

Common Bag
1
2
1

NONE

Description
Stoneware,
Stoneware,
Stoneware,
Stoneware,

coarse,
coarse,
coarse,
coarse,

undecorated
undecorated
undecorated
undecorated

The total would be three, because the computer subtracts
the NONE (-1) from the total, which should have been four .
(~ssuming that NO~E = O)
To coun'Leract tfiis, we assume that the NONE represents
at least one artifact, so we add two to the artifact count
for each NONE.

Why add two?

One must be added to eliminate
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the negative one created by the "NONE", and another one
must be added so that we have a positive one as the Common
Bag amount.

Thus, adding plus two for the "NONE," we would

have five stoneware sherds in the example above.
In addition, occasionally some artifacts will not have
been entered into the computer.

For example, the coins that

were found in Structure Two were not entered into the
computer and did not appear on the printout of the total
artifacts for Structure Two .

We remembered that coins

had been found at Structure Two, and by examining the small
find sheets for Structure Two, we located the number of
coins and included them in the artifact count. This should
be done whenever there appears to be a glaring omission
in the artifact assemblage.
Except for the above caveats, the computer data
retrieval system has many advantages.

Not only is

convenience an advantage, but there is much more that
can be done with the computer program than can efficiently
be done manually.

For example, if you wanted a print

out of all the willow pearlware found throughout the Liberty
Hall site complex, simply enter no restriction for the operating
and enter "l/28 11 as your class/subclass restriction , and the
computer will print out a list of all the willow pearlware,
as well as what operation, location, and layer it was found
in, and the quantity .

The computer will continue to be a

beneficial tool in the analysis of the Liberty Hall data.
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